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TELEPHONE DIRECTORIES AVAJLABLE. The
1984-85 campus telephone director}' is now being
distributed to all faculty, staff, students and campus offices.
Published by the Office of Public Relations in
cooperation with the telecommunications and computer services offices, the directories contain more
than 19,000 student listings and 3,300 faculty and staff
listings.

'First' Preview Day
scheduled Oct. 20
The University will showcase its
people and programs at the annual
Preview Day for prospective students
on Saturday (Oct. 20).
The October event will be the first
of two this year. Another Preview Day
is scheduled on Dec. 1 for those
unable to attend the fall program.
Preview Day is designed to
acquaint participants with the
academic programs and services
offered at the University. Those who
attend will have the opportunity to
visit numerous displays and meet
with faculty and students. Last fall
2,000 high school students, parents
and guidance counselors attended
Preview Day.
Co-sponsored by the Office of
Admissions and the Office of Alumni
and Development, Preview Day will
begin at 9:30 a.m. in the Grand
Ballroom of the University Union
where the displays will be exhibited.
The admissions office will give
guided campus tours leaving from the
Grand Ballroom every 10 minutes
beginning at 10 a.m., and several
departments also will offer special
guided tours of their respective
facilities.
During the afternoon, those who
attend Preview Day will have the
option of attending the 1 p.m. football
game when the Falcons will meet
Northern Illinois University.

Employment
Opportunities
CLASSIFIED EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNmES
* Indicates that an Internal candidate
from the department Is bidding and being
considered for the position.
NEW VACANCIES
No new vacancies were received by the
Personnel Office
CONTINUING VACANCIES
Posting Expiration Date: S p.m. Monday,

Oct.15, 1984
10-15-1

Clerical Specialist
Pay Range 25
School of Technology/Program
Services
Permanent part-time

10-15-2

Qerk 1
Pay Range2
Clinical lab
Permanent part-time

10-15-3 Stores Clerk
Pay Range 3
Auxiliary Support Services
Nine-month full-time
10-15-4 Typist 1
Pay Range3
Institute for Great Lakes
Research
Permanent part-time

This year's director}' also has an expanded adveJ'tis..
ing section. including a page of coupons that can be
used at several local stores and restaurants.
Distribution of the directories is being handled by
telecommunications services and inventory management Copies are being sent through campus mail to
most faculty, staff and University offices. Those offices
in the Administration Building. however, must pick up
their copies in 516 Administration Bldg.

Classified Staff Adviso~ Committee
The Classified Staff Advisory
Committee has set four primary goals
for 1984-85.
The goals, cited in the CSAC's
annual report, are as follows:
- To establish a procedure for
election to membership on the CSAC
and conduct elections in each
representative area on campus;
- To obtain representation to the
Board of Trustees;
- To enhance work incentives for
all staff through involvement and
recognition;
- To secure an employee
relations adviser. (The need for an
employee relations adviser is being
reviewed by a Personnel Overview
Committee. In the interim, Harold
Smith, associate vice president for
operations, has agreed to counsel
employees with job-related problems.)
The CSAC's annual report also
reviews significant accomplishments
of the committee during the 1983-84
year, including changes in policies
and procedures.
Among the policy changes cited
was the increase in membership on
CSAC from 12 to 21, with
representatives selected from the
various vice presidential areas,
Firelands, the president's area and
permanent part-time employees. To
enhance the visibility of CSAC, it also
was decided to appoint CSAC
members to University standing
committees whenever possible.
The following CSAC
recommendations were approved by
the administration:
- To recognize employees for
their total service to the University
(including part-time service) in the
staff awards program;
- To provide a benefits package
for permanent part-time employees.
Those benefits approved include a
separate employee handbook for
permanent part-time staff; employee
l.D. cards; pro-rated vacation time;
employee fee waivers and discount
privileges at the University Bookstore
and Little Shop;
- To revise the interview
procedure currently used by the
Office of Personnel Support Services.
This procedure has been changed and
further changes are being considered
by a Personnel Overview Committee;
- To continue the four-and-a-halfday work week during the summer of

the severe weather which prohibited
many staff from getting to work
during February and March.
One recommendation still under
review is a request to extend the
post-retirement employment option
available to faculty and
administrative staff to classified
employees. This recommendation has
been forwarded by Karl Vogt, vice
president for operations, to area
directors for their input.
The CSAC operated during the
1983-84 year with two major goals: To
promote the committee to the
classified staff and the entire
University community, and to become
a significant representative unit of
the classified staff.
Dave Maley, food operations, who
chaired the committee last year, said
in the report, "The CSAC was

1984;
- To study the Office of
Personnel Support Services for
inconsistencies in policy. A Personnel
Overview Committee was formed by
the Vice President for Operations and
three members of the CSAC serve on
that committee;
- To retain the optional "direct
deposit" of paycheck policy rather
than make direct deposit mandatory
for all employees;
- To allow some lenience in the
policy for paying employees during

Paculty/Staff Positions
The following faculty positions are available:
Computer Science: Visiting lecturer. Contact chair, Search Committee (2·2337).
Deadline: March 1, 1985. Also, Instructor. Contact Search Committee.. Deadline: Open.
Also, assistant/associate professor. Contact Search Committee: Deadline: Open
Flrelands: Dean. Contact Norma Stickler, secretary, Dean Search Committee (2·2915).
Deadline: Oct. 15, 1984
Ubrary: Chair, Information services. Contact William Miller (2-2856). Deadline: Dec. 10,
1985
The following administrative staff positions are available:
Computer Setflcn: Systems analyst. Contact Rich Zera (2-2911). Deadline: Oct. 15,

1984

.'

INSURANCE 'OPEN.' October is the annual "open
period" during which full-time employees can enroll in
the University's hospitalization insurance program or
convert from single to family coverage. All changes and
new applications become effective Dec. 1, 1984.
Employees who desire new applications or changes
in their coverage should contact the Insurance Office,
372-2112, this month.

promoted more this year than ever
before. This was due largely to the
efforts of Karl Vogt who ... involved
the committee whenever possible in
matters pertaining to the classified
staff."
The work of the CSAC was
accomplished last year with an
executive committee including Maley
as chair; Alice Hagemeyer, budgets
and capital planning, vice chair; and
Joanne Dailey, arts and sciences, and
Lois Silvieus, college student
personnel, secretary. There were three
subcommittees: Bylaws, Publicity,
and Handbook Screening, and task
forces on "Employee Awards,"
"Employee Incentives," "Permanent
. Part-time Employee Benefits,"
"Classified Staff Recognition Day"
and "Employee Grievance
Procedures."

Datebook
Exhibits
National Metals lnvHatlonal Exhibit,
featuring more than 50 functional and
sculptural objects in metal created by 27
artists, sponsored by the School of Art,
Medici Circle and the Ohio Arts Council,
through Oct. 28, McFall Center Gallery.
Free. Gallery hours are 10:30 a.m. to 5
p.m. Tuesday through Friday and 2-5 p.m.
on Sundays.
Paintings by Robert Mazur, art faculty
exhibition, through Nov. 4, Fine Arts
Gallery, School of Art. Free. Gallery hours
are 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays and 2·5
p.m. on Sundays.

Monday, Oct. 15
University Theater audit;·

~s

for Dec.

5-8 production of "Monday After the

Miracle," 7-10 p.m., 402 University Hall.
Scripts available with University ID in 322
SOuth Hall.
"Emilia Galottl," German Film Series,
7:30 p.m., Gish Film Theater, Hanna Hall.
Free.
COCO Creative Writer's Poetry Reading,
David Citino, 7:30 p.m., Off-Campus
Student Center, Moseley Hall. Free.

"Psycho," Lenhart Classic Film Series,
8 p.m., Gish Film Theater, Hanna Hall.
Free.
BGSU Jazz Combos, 8 p.m., Bryan
Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.
Free.

Friday, Oct. 19
"Teacher as an Actor," discussion by
Dr. Harry Broudy, College of Education
Colloqu:um Series, 10:30 a.m., McFall
"~nter Assembly Room. Free.
.3uest Author Presentation, Lee Bennett
· :>pkins, author of children's books and
poetry, 12:30 and 4:30 p.m., 115 Education
Bldg. Free and open to all College of
Education faculty, staff and students.
"Psycho II," UAO Film Serles, 7:30 p.m.,
9:45 p.m. and midnight, Main Auditorium,
University Hall. $1.50 with University ID.
"Story Theater," University Theater
production, 8 p.m., Joe E. Brown Theater.
"All Systems Go!," planetarium
presentation, 8 p.m., planetarium, Physical
Science Laboratory Building. Admission
by donation.
GSS Jazz Cafe, Paul Kenyon Quartet, 8
p.m. to 1 am., Ice Arena lounge.
Admission $2. Open to graduate students
only.

Tuesday, Oct. 16

Saturday, Oct. 20

University Theater Auditions, 7-10 p.m.,
402 University Hall.
Volleyball vs. Wright State, 7 p.m.,
Anderson Arena.
Mime Greg Goldston, Artist Series
performance, 8 p.m., Kobacker Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center. Tickets are $4.
Children under 12 and senior citizens are
admitted for half price. For more
information call 372-0171.
"All Systems Go!," planetarium
presentation, 8 p.m~ planetarium, Physical
Science Laboratory Building. Admission
by donation.

"Meet-an-Author" conference, Lee
Bennett Hopkins, 8 a.m. to 1 p.m., 115
Education Bldg.
Women's cross-counby vs. Eastern
Michigan, Central Michigan, Michigan and
Michigan State, 11 am., east of the
stadium near Whittaker Track.
Rugby, First Round Ohio Collegiate
Championships, noon, College Park.
Football vs. Northern Illinois, 1 p.m~
Doyt L Perry Field.
"Psycho II," UAO Film Series, 7:30 p.m.,
9:45 p.m. and midnight, Main Auditorium,
University Hall. $1.50 with University ID.
"Story Theater," University Theater
production, 8 p.m., Joe E. Brown Theater,
University Hall.
Pianist Virginia Marts and clarinetist
Edward Marks, faculty recital, 8 p.m_,
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts
Center. Free.

Wednesday, Oct. 1 7
Undergraduate Council meeting, 1:30-3
p.m., Assembly Room, McFall Center.
"Professor Edwin L Moseley's life and
Accompllshments," biology seminar by
Relda Niederhofer, biological
sciences/Firelands, 3:30 p.m., 112 Life
Science Bldg. Free.
Soccer vs. Wright State, 3 p.m.,
Cochrane Field.
"SURVIVE! Don't Be a Victim," a selfdefense program by Debbie Gardner, one
of the first women patrol officers in the
country, 7 p.m., Grand Ballroom,
University Union. Free.
"Story Theater," University Theater
production by Paul Sills, 8 p.m., Joe E.
Brown Theater, University Hall. Tickets are
$1.50.
"Yentl da Camera," woodwind quintet In
concert, 8 p.m., Bryan Recital Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center. Free.

Enwlronmental Sel•ices: Safety officer. Contact Susan Caldwell (2-2558). Deadline:
Thursday, Oct. 18
Jan. 11, 1985
"Story Theater," University Theater
WBQU-TV: Director of television Information. Contact Ron Gargasz (2-0121). Deadline:
production,
8 p.m., Joe E. Brown Theater,
Nov: 23, 1984. Aiso, televlslon producer/writer/reporter. Contact Paul Lopez (2-0121).
·
University
Hall.
·
Deadtrne: Nov. 23; 1984 · ·
··
...... ·
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Environmental services is watchdog
for health and safety hazards
Most people agree that the
University is a safe place to live and
work.
What many people don't know,
however, is that a staff of five,
headquartered in the basement of
Shatzel Hall, is responsible for
maintaining that "safe environment."
Environmental services, a division
of the department of public safety, is
charged with keeping the campus
free of health and safety hazards. It
ensures that the University's 16,500
students can attend classes, eat in
dining halls and sleep in residence
halls without fear of major mishap,
and it ensures that some 3,000
employees can perform their duties in
a safe and healthy environment.
That's a big job for a staff of five,
but Daniel Parratt, manager of
environmental services, says some
major enhancements to the staff in
recent weeks have made the task
somewhat easier.
Patricia Bellm, a 1984 graduate of
Illinois State University, has joined
the staff as asbestos coordinator and
industrial hygienist, and David
Heinlen, who holds a degree from
Ohio State University, has come on
board as a health and safety
inspector.
In her new post, Bellm coordinates
a program that eventually will result
in the elimination of all asbestos
materials from University buildings,
but she advises that it will be several
years before that goal can be
achieved. Having joined the staff
about three months ago, she has
devoted nearly all of her time to
identifying those areas from which
asbestos must be removed and she
noted, "We will be acting just as
quickly as we can to ensure that we
are protecting our students and
employees."
l!l fact, she noted, the Ohio Board
of Regents will soon hire a consulting
firm to assess the asbestos problem
at colleges and universities
statewide, and she will work closely
with that firm, advising them of the
nature of Bowling Green's situation.
In addition to coordinating the
asbestos program, Bellm will be
assessing various work environments
on campus, making sure that
employees are performing their jobs

in safe conditions. She will monitor
such things as noise and dust levels,
air quality, and heat and humidity in
various work areas.
"Ideally, I will be out on campus 75
percent of my time,'' she said, noting
that she will work closely with other
areas on campus, particularly plant
operations and maintenance, in
performing her tasks.
Heinlen, a registered sanitarian
who joined the staff just a few weeks
ago, is primarily responsible for
building inspections. "Our goal is to
prevent accidents," he said, adding
that his job includes inspecting all
food operations in addition to
checking all buildings on campus
twice a year.
Heinlen also will monitor the
Univer:;ity's compliance with air
pollution standards, making sure that
Bowling Green meets all federal and
state regulations, and he will assist
with the University's fire prevention
program.
Fire safety, however, is the primary
responsibility of veteran staff member
Glenn Cook, a safety and health
inspector whose job it is to inform
everyone on campus how to respond
during a fire. He also ensures that fire
detection systems and extinguishers
are in working order.
Educating hall directors, residence
hall staffs and key personnel in every
Unive;sity building about fire safety is
one of Cook's primary
responsibilities, and he is proud of
the fact that there have been very few
fires on campus.
"We work closely with the Bowling
Green Fire Department and the State
Fire Marshal to make sure that we do
not violate fire safety codes,'' Cook
said, adding that he also works with
external firms which supply and
maintain the fire alarm systems and
extinguishers.
Although accident prevention is the
goal of all programs in the
environmental services area, Dr.
Parratt acknowledges that accidents
do happen. in fact, there are some
260 work-related mishaps reported
each year, and approximately 150 of
those require medical treatment. But,
with the recent additions to the staff,
Dr. Parratt noted that the accident
rate should decline as safety hazards
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Sunday, Oct. 21
Soccer vs. Ohio State, 3 p.m.,

Cochrane Field.
Fall Concert Band and Wind Ensemble,
3 p.m., Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts
·
Center. Free.
"All Systems Go!," planetarlum
presentation, 7:30 p.m., planetarium,
Physical Science Laboratory Building.
Admission by donation. Program followed
by stargazing at 9 and 10 p.m.
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llonday, Oct. 22
"Leo Tolstoy," German Film Series,
7:30 p.m., Gish Film Theater, Hanna Hall.
Free.
Festival Serles, featuring guitarist
Julian Bream, 8 p.m., Kobacker Hall,
Moore Musical Arts Center. For tickets
call 372-0171.

October 22, 1984

Patricia Be/Im (left) and David Heinlen (right) have Joined the University's environmental services staff, which Is intensifying activities to ensure that the campus Is sate tor '1Jculty, staff and students. Daniel Parratt, manager of environmental services, says there wflf be many noticeable changes In his area this
year with the addition of the new staff.

are more formally addressed.
When accidents do occur, the
environmental services staff is called
to investigate, and Judy Ackerman,
who manages the office area, handles
all Worker's Compensation claims.
She also handles pest complaints,
which fall under the environmental
services' pest control program.
Although the office staff does not
personally handle the pests, which
range from roaches and bees to mice
and rats, environmental services does
contract with an external
exterminator which visits campus
regularly.
An additional service being
performed this year is the testing of
all microwave ovens on campus. Dr.
Parratt noted than a student in the
environmental health program is
checking all ovens for radiation leaks
this semester.
In short, Dr. Parratt said that his
department, which for many years
has been understaffed, will this year
begin to make its presence known.
"We are just beginning to have the
professional staff to handle the many
things for which we are responsible.
We needed more people and people
who were qualified to do the kinds of
jobs we have to do."
He noted that in 1974 the
department had a staff of five, a
budget of more than $20,000 and
operated two major programs. By
1982 the staff had been reduced to
three, the budget cut to less than
$12,000 and the programs increased
to 12.
Now things are turning around.
"We have an administration that is
concerned with employee and student
safety," Dr. Parratt said, adding that
some new environmental programs at
the state and national levels also
have helped focus attention on the
need for enhancements in the
environmental safety area.
"We are doing many new things,"
Dr. Parratt said, "and what we are
doing is expensive. No safety
programs are cheap, but in the long
run they are a lot a less expensive
than the consequences of not having
them."
The department has been
authorized to add one more staff
person this year. That person will
coordinate a program of laboratory
safety and hazardous waste
management. Dr. Parratt said he
eventually hopes to add two more
people to the staff in order to provide
a "comprehensive health and safety
program for the University."

Marilyn Shrude

Marilyn Shrude wins
Friedheim Award

Composer Marilyn Shrude, music
composition and history, has won the
$1,000 third-place prize in the 1984
Kennedy Center Friedheim Awards
competition.
Shrude is the first woman ever to
win an award in the prestigious
competition which recognizes
outstanding works by American
composers, according to a Kennedy
Center spokesman.
This year's prizes, which recognize
the best new orchestral works, were
presented Oct. 14 at the Kennedy
Center in Washington, D.C. The
presentation followed a concert
during which the compositions of the
five finalists in the competition were
performed.
Shrude's winning work, "Psalms for
David," was commissioned and
premiered by the Toledo Symphony
Orchestra in March 1983. It was
performed at the Kennedy Center by
the Curtis Symphony of Philadelphia,
Pa.
The concert was recorded by the
Voice of America for later worldwide
broadcast.
The Kennedy Center Friedheim
Awards were created to honor the
late Arthur Friedheim, a pianist,
composer and teacher. They are
funded ;n part by a grant from the
Eric Friedheim Foundation. The
competition recognizes the best new
orchestral compositions and
instrumental chamber works by
American composers in alternating
years.
Shrude, who is co-director of the
University's New Music Festival, has
taught at Bowling Green since 1977.
Her works have been performed at
The Spoleto Festival, Carnegie
Recital Hall, the Royal Conservatory
in London, the Brussels Town Hall
and at meetings of the World
Nearly 150 University students have Saxophone Congress, the American
Society of University Composers, the
received major academic
College
Band Directors National
scholarships for the current year.
Association
and the Chicago Society
Fourteen students, including two
of
Composers,
among others.
freshmen, have been awarded $2,000
She previously has won the Faricy
Trustee Scholarships, the University's
Award for Creative Music, honorable
highest award.
mention in the American Composers
The remaining 131 students,
Alliance Recording Award
including 28 freshmen, 36
competition and several grants from
sophomores, 35 juniors and 32
the Ohio Arts Council, the Wyatt
seniors, are receiving President
Fund and Meet the Composers.
Achievement Scholarships, University
Her works have been recorded for
Achievement Scholarships or Alumni
Belgian and Swiss Radio and by
Merit Scholarships, which range in
WFMT in Chicago. A recording of her
value from $600 to $1,500 each.
music, performed by saxophonist
In total, the students are receiving
John Sampen, music performance
more than $127,000 from the four
studies, will be released soon.
scholarship award programs.

1 50 students have
major scholarships

..
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YOUR OPINIONS WELCOME. MONITOR continues this year to accept "opinions to the editor" from
faculty, classified and administrative staff. Letters will
be published weekly in a special "Commentary'' section.
Commentaries which introduce a new topic for campus dialogue will be accepted in the range of 500-800
words. Subsequent commentaries submitted in

response to a topic previously introduced must be
limited to the range of 350 words.
All commentaries submitted for publication must be
signed and typed, double-spaced Those entries which
are longer than the allowable length will be returned to
the writer to condense. If space limitations prohibit
publication of all letters received, an editorial advisory
committee, comprised of representatives from all earn-

Administrative
Staff Council
Study completed several years ago is
being reviewed by the vice presidents
who will, in turn, respond to Caldwell.
She also noted that a salary
compression study for administrative
staff, similar to the one recently
completed for faculty, has not been
initiated; that the official personnel
file on each administrative staff is
kept in her office and that there is a
possibility that a general evaluation
form for all administrative staff will
be developed.
ASC also heard a report from a
subcommittee formed to investigate
the possibility of creating an
Administrative Staff Scholarship Fund
through the University Foundation.
Details on the procedure for soliciting
contributions and awarding the
scholarship have not yet been
determined. The committee will report
to ASC again at its Nov. 1 meeting.
Jim Litwin, institutional studies,
reported on the activities of ASC's
Professional Development Committee.
He
noted that six people attended the
There are 380 international
students attending the University this hearings on professional development
sponsored by his committee, adding
year - a 15 percent increase over
that a variety of ideas and
last year. And with that increase, the
suggestions were submitted. The
Center for International Programs
committee will submit a draft of a
needs more host families for the new
professional development leave policy
students who have requested them.
to ASC at its Nov. 1 meeting with a
There are neither financial nor
housing obligations for the student or goal of obtaining final approval of a
host family. Students are matched
policy in January.
In other business it was noted that
with families who have similar
Richard Conrad, computer services,
interests, and many families find that
has been elected to complete the
the relationships they form with the
students add a new dimension to
unexpired term of Judi Roller on the
ASC. Dr. Conrad will represent the
their family and personal Jives,
according to Douglas Daye, director
planning and budgeting area.
of inter~ationai programs.
President Olscamp will be the
Fac!..;"Y and staff considering
guest at the Nov. 1 meeting of ASC to
pa~icipation in the host family
be held at 1:30 p.m. in the Alumni
progra1 · should call Joyce Koch,
Room of the University Union.
intern? •onal programs, 372-2248, for
further .ormation.

Susan Caldwell, director of
Administrative Staff Personnel
Services, gave a presentation on her
office at the Oct. 4 meeting of the
Administrative Staff Council.
She highlighted future goals of the
office, including development of
training programs; review of
evaluation and merit procedures;
increased utilization of a
microcomputer in the office and
increased visibility for the office.
Caldwell noted that she views the
ASC and her office as independent of
one another but added that effective
communication between the two is
essential. She also emphasized her
willingness to provide assistance to
the ASC.
In response to questions, Caldwell
said the Contract Staff Classification

Host families needed
for foreign students

AMA chapter hosts
regional conference
The University chapter of the
American Marketing Association will
host the fall Midwest Regional
Conference of the AMA Nov. 2 and 3
on campus.
During the two-day seminar
presentations will be given by
representatives from the Marathon Oil
Co., NCR, the Miller Brewing Co.,
Century Label and Tag of Bowling
Green, Lincoln Auto Supply and the
May Co. department stores. The
sessions will be held in the University
Union.
Gilbert Frisbie, marketing, will give
the final presentation of the
conference at the closing dinner
scheduled at 6:30 p.m. Saturday, Nov.
3, at the Holiday Inn.
The deadline to register for the
conference is Nov. 1. There is a $25
registration fee. For further
information contact the marketing
department, 372-2041.
r

Monitor
Monitor Is published weekly for
faculty and staff of Bowling Green
State University. The deadline to
submit material for the next issue,
Monday, Oct. 29, is 5 p.m. Tuesday,
Oct. 23.
Editor: Unda Swaisgood
Editorial Assistant: Stephanie
Lopuszynskl
"Commentaries" and other notices
should be sent to:
Monitor
Office of Public Relations
806 Administration Bldg.

pus constituencies, will select those letters most appropriate to the issues facing the University with the
idea of keeping a well-balanced perspective in all
dialogue.
Letters must be submitted to the editor of
MONITOR, 806 Administration Bldg., no later than 5
p.m. each Tuesday to ensure publication in the following Monday's MONITOR.

Martin hasn't 'outgrown'
the Boy Scouting program
If you call Elden Martin an
"overgrown Boy Scout," chances are
he'll take that as a compliment.
Dr. Martin, biological sciences, has
been active in Scouting for 20 years
and recently was recognized for his
dedication to the program by the
Toledo Area Council of the Boy
Scouts of America.
In June he received the Silver
Beaver Award for "noteworthy service
of exceptional character to youth."
"I believe in the Scouting program,"
Dr. Martin said. "It offers a boy a
chance to develop the skills that help
prepare him to handle life in the
community."
A Scout himself during his youth,
Dr. Martin said his interest in the
program was rekindled several years
ago when some Bowling Green
Scouts approached him and
convinced him to volunteer. Later, his
son also joined the program.
"I well remember that when I was a

Elden Martin

boy my own Scout troop eventually
dissolved because the leader wasn't
getting any help," Dr. Martin said.
"Basically, I was deprived of my
opportunity for advancement."
Dr. Martin hopes that through his
efforts other boys won't be deprived
of that oroortunity. He has served in
a number of positions in Wood
County, including unit commissioner
and district commissioner. "I enjoy
working with the boys and seeing that
the units are healthy and the program
is successful," he said.
Although his present position as
unit commissioner involves more
indirect work for the program than
actual contact with the boys, Dr.
Martin says he doesn't mind. "There
is no volunteer position that is
considered more important than
another," he said, noting that he has
also served as a unit commissioner,
merit badge counselor, a member of
the Wood District Scouting
Committee and a member of the
Council Showando staff_
Dr. Martin has found that his
training as an educator, particularly a
biologist, and Scouting go hand in
hand. "I teach ornithology at the
University and have presented
information about birds at several
district camporees," he said. "You
have to apply some good education
principles to any facet of Scouting."
He also is involved with the local
Girl Scout program and has done
community service work for the
March of Dimes, the Heart
Assoclation, the American Cancer
Association and numerous other
organizations.
Jn 1983 he received the Wood
District Award of Merit for his work
with the Scouting program.

Plays present problems of 'pink collar' workers
The productions begin Wednesday
Actors and the real-life
(Oct. 24) with a performance of the
counterparts of those they are
one-act play "Birth of a Saleswoman"
portraying will meet face-to-face in a
at 8 p.m. at Uhlman's Ladies Apparel,
series of four plays about working
101 S. Main St.
women to be performed in Bowling
Other plays in the series include
Green.
"Waiting Tables," to be staged at 8
The "stage" for the plays will be a
p.m. Oct. 31 at Kaufman's at the
beauty shop, a restaurant, a clothing
Lodge, 1628 E. Wooster St., and "The
store and a school.
Beauticians," to be performed at 8
Lois Cheney, speech
p.m. Nov. 7 at Monty's Hair Fashions,
communication, is directing the plays,
124 W. Wooster St.
collectively known as the Pink Collar
The fourth play, "Homemaker!
Worker Project. The project is being
Homemaker!," will be presented
underwritten by grants from the Ohio
during a daylong conference devoted
Arts Council, the Ohio Humanities
to examining and discussing the lives
Council and the Arts Commission of
and concerns of working women on
Greater Toledo with support from
Women for Women and the University Nov. 10 at Bowling Green High
School.
Theater.
All four plays to be presented have
been adapted for the stage by
Toledoan Elizabeth (Libby) Steele
''Transitions in Work Life," a
from Louise Kapp Howe's 1977 book,
daylong conference on education and
Pink Collar Workers: Inside the World
training strategies for personnel
of Women's Work. Each play, while
directors, counselors, educators and
intended to entertain, deals seriously
others involved in work training
and realistically with a different
programs, will be held in Bowling
occupation. A discussion between the Green on Friday, Nov. 2.
cast and the audience will follow
The conference is sponsored by the
each perfonnance.
Northwest Consortium of Adult Basic
Dr. Cheney says there is a need to
Education Staff Development, the
address the particular concerns of
Office of Continuing Education,
pink collar workers - women
Owens Technical College and the
working in traditionally female
Bureau of Vocational Rehabilitation.
occupations such as beauticians,
''The conference is unique in that
sales clerks and waitresses.
all of these different institutions are
exchanging their different
"We're hoping to increase the
perspectives and common interests,"
awareness of the problems these
said Joyce Kepke, continuing
women have to deal with in coping
education, who noted that a prior
with work and family and
conference on educating and training
straightening out their own values,"
adult learners in northwest Ohio was
Dr. Cheney said.

Author Caroline Bird, whose books
include Born Female and The Two
Paycheck Marriage, will give the
conference keynote address on the
future of work. Other sessions will
focus on career transitions, family
roles, guilt, male-female
communication patterns and support
groups for life changes.
Admission to all plays and to the
conference is free, although there will
be a nominal fee for lunch during the
Nov. 10 conference.
Those interested in attending the
conference should write to the Pink
Collar Worker Project, School of
Speech Communication, Theater
Program.

Conference to focus on adult education
quite successful. This year the
conference sponsors hoDe to reach a
wider audience, Kepke said.
The conference will cover such
topics as personnel training, career
management in a changing economy,
the transitions from work to
unemployment and from student to
employment, and the Job Training
Partnership Act.
James W. Miller, director of the
state division of the Adult and
Community Section of the
Department of Education, will be a
featured speaker.
There is an $18 registration fee for
the conference, which will be held at
Kaufman's in the University Motor
Lodge. For additional infonnation or
to register, contact the continuing
education office at 372-0181.

BLUEPRINT YOUR RETIREMENT. STRS will offer the first of its 1984-85 Pre-Retirement Planning
Seminars on Friday and Saturday, Nov. 2-3.
The twcrday workshops, held in Columbus, are offered to teachers who are at least 5-10 years away from
retirement Information is provided on STRS benefits
as well as on financial planning, housing, health care,
legal affairs, taxes and other adjustments associated
with retirement

The Friday sessions are held from 7-9:30 p.m. at the
STRS Columbus office. The Saturday sessions run
from 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
In addition to the Nov. 2-3 seminar, programs will be
offered in January (for singles only), February, June,
July and August For further information contact the
STRS office, (614) 227-4090.

COMPlITER SEMINAR OFFERED. University
Computer Services will offer a seminar on "SAS
(Statistical Analysis S)'stem) for IBM" from 2:304:30
p.m. Friday (Oct 26) in 330 MatM>cience Bldg.
The free seminar is open to all faculty and staff.
Reservations are required and can be made by
contacting the secretary in 238 Math-Science,
372-2102.

Regents approve
tech writing major

f acuity 8t Staff
Grants
Algalee Adams and Charles StoclLer,
Firelands. $109,100 from the Private Industry
Council for a ""Less-than-Class-Size"' Job
Training Partnership Act Program. This program
will be a model for integration of JTPA Program
participants into the regular classroom.
Paul Brauchle, technology, $10,026 from the
WSOS Community Action Commission and the
Private Industry Council to conduct training
sessions on basic manufacturing processes for
displaced workers.

Kenneth Hlbbeln, political science. presented
a paper. ··Public Seclor Productivity and the
Decline of Sovereign Immunity."" at the annual
conference of Region VI of the American Society
for Public Administration Oct. 5 in Columbus.
Henry Lehrer. technology. presenled a paper
enlitled ··Academic Tesling in Aviation
Education: Can a Better Job be Done?"" at a
business meeting of the University Avialion
Association Oct. 4 in Atlanta. Ga.

Richard Campanelli, music
compositionlhistory, $3,900 from the Michigan
Arts Council Creative Artist Grant Program for
composition of a work for oboe. English horn,
oboe d"amore and chamber ensemble_

Michael T. Marsden, popular culture. chaired a
session on "The Media and American Art" at a
meeting of the Great Lakes American Studies
Associatiation Oct. 13 at Kent Slate University.
Dr. Marsden also chaired a session on
··Television Studies" at the annual meeting of
the Midwesl Popular Culture Associalion Oct. 5
at Indiana University.

Lois A. Cheney, speech communication.
$4,350 from the Ohio Humanities Council. panial
support for the production and performance of
four one-act plays on the value conflicts
encountered by working women.

Michael Moore, history/Arts Unlimited. gave a
presenlation on lhe Arts Unlimited program at
the Region IV meeting of the National University
Continuing Education Association Oct. 1 at
Northern Illinois University_

Robert Guion, psychology, S9.025 from the
American Psychological Association. Inc.,
continued support for the Journal of Applied
Psychology which Or. Guion edits.

F. Scott Regan, speech communication.
presented "Ensemble Training at Youth
Theatres·· at the slate conference of the Ohio
Theatre Alliance Oct. 6 in Columbus.

William B. Jackson, environmental research
and services, $580 from Bacon Products. Inc .• for
rodenticide testing_

Twenty-two oil and watercolor paintings by
Paul Running, art. are on display through Oct. 26
in a one-man show at the Marbeck Center,
Bluffton College.
Dr. Running was also one of 98 artists from
three states whose works were represented in
the Landscape 84 exhibition during June and
July at the Contemporary Arts Center in
Cincinnati.

Donald Kausch, psychology, $5,390 lrom the
Wood County Human Services. Inc .• to fund a
psychology graduate assistant"s training at the
LINK.
Linda Mandlebaum and Richard Wilson,
special education. $14,471 from the Ohio Dept.
of Education to research the degree of
compliance among Ohio school districts with
new state regulations pertaining to learning
disabled students.
Michael Moore. continuing education/Arts
Unlimited. $645 from the Ohio Arts Council,
support for the Arts Unlimited program.
Bill J. Reynolds, educational administration
and supervision. $19,948 from the U.S. Dept. of
Education to develop teacher incentive
structures for rural schools in cooperation with
the Elmwood, North Baltimore and Benton
Carroll Salem Local schools.
Brian Smeltz. technology, $975 from the
Tennessee Valley Authority, funding for a
student field intern in the areas of outdoor
recreation, education and management of
natural resources at the Land Between the Lakes
reson.
Wlnilnld O. Stone, Graduate College, $67,200
from the U.S. Dept. of Education to implement
projects designed to enhance minority
enrollment in the areas of biological sciences.
communication disorders, business
administration, psychology and mathematics.

Presentations
Judy Adams, medical technology. presented
an invited paper. "'Drug Induced Immune
Hemolytic Anemias," Oct. 11 at St. Rita's
Hospital in Lima. Her presentation was
sponsored by the Ohio Association of Blood
Banks.
EYan Bertsche, social work. led a forum on
··implications of the New Curriculum Policy
Statement on Social Work Education"' at the fall
conference of the Ohio College Association of
Social Work Educators Oct. 3 in Columbus.
Ray B. Bro-. popular culture, presenled a
paper on "'The Humanistic Detective Fiction of
Michael Z. Lewin" at the annual meeting of the
Midwest Popular Culture Association Oct. 5 at
Indiana University.
Douglas D. Daye, international programs, gave
an invited address entitled "Aspects of
American University Education'" Sept. 27 at a
reception at Greenfield College in Dubai, United
Arab Emirates.

Keith Dearborn. music education. presided at
the opening session and luncheon at the annual
conference of :he MidweSt Kodaly Music
Educators of America Oct. 6-7 at Central
Michigan University. He also was a clinician for
the annual Ohio Music Educators Association
lnservlce worl<shOP Oct. 10 In Dayton.
WallKe DePue. music composition and
history, performed with his ensemble, The DePue
Family Musicians, Oct. 6 at Central Michigan
University.
DaYld Drury, public relations, will be the
luncheon speaker at a seminar entitled "Make
the News: A Media Event" Oct. 25 In Rndlay.

Jack Taylor and Dean Purdy. educational
development. presented a paper entitled
··Correlates of Academic Success: A Comparison
of Black .md Hispanic Students" at the fall
conference of the Ohio Association of
Educational Opportunity Program Personnel Oct.
8 in Aurora.

Publications
Steven Dunn and James McKenzie, health.
physical education and recreation,
··Action-Oriented Health Education." in the fall
1984 issue of Future Focus: Ohio Journal of
Health, Physical Education, Recreation and
Dance.
Or. McKenzie and Roberta Olgetree, a
graduate student, also co-authored a case study
on health counseling for a new textbook entitled
Advancing Health Through Education: A Case
Study Approach. The text has been published by
Mayfield Publishing.

Jeff Gordon, geography. ""How to Teach
Comprehensive Geography Skills: 'The Wreck of
the Edmund Fitzger:::ld." ·· in The Social Studies.
September-October 1984.
Paul Hunt, music performance studies. '"The
Second International Brass Congress." 1n the
October issue of The International Trombone
Association Journal.
Dorothy Wllllamson-lge, speech
communication, "Approaches to &lack Language
Studies: A Cultural Critique." in Journal of Black
Srudies. September 1984.
Also. "Meeting the Challenge of Excellence in
Schools Through lntercultural Education." 1n the
BGSU College of Education Conference Annual.
No. 1.

Recognitions
Elizabeth Rice Allgeier, psychology, has been
named president-elect of The Society for the
Scientific Study of Sex. effective Nov. 1.
The 1.000-member organization. headquartered
in Philadelphia, is the oldest and largest in the
nation devoted to the study of human sexuality.
Its membership spans the fields of psychology.
sociology. medicine. biology, genetics and law.
Dr. Allgeier also has been appainted editor for
the society"s first Annual Review of Sex
Research to be published next year.
Richard D. Hoare, geology and associate vice
president for academic affairs. has been
nominated by the Paleontologica! Society to edit
the Journal of Paleonrology. effect,,e in
riovember t985.
Sally Kilmer. home economics. has been
appointed to the Pre-Kindergarten Tea~her
Certification Forum of the Ohio Dept. of
Education. The forum was convened this fall to
recommend standards for a new pre-kindergarten
teacher certificate.
Boleslav Povsic. romance languages. has been
reappointed as the American Philological
Association"s official delegate to the Academia
Latinitati inter Omnes Gentes Fovendae.

Larry Smith. Englishlfirelands, Across These
States. his fourth bOOk of poetry. The book is the
result of a cross-<:ountry trip which Or. Smith
took via Amtrak in 1983.
Or. Smith also has begun the Bottom Dog
Press in Huron, and his book of poems is the
first released by the press. The press is a joint
effort with area fiction writer John Roth. It will
publish long or series poems and long shOrt
stories in a chapbook series.
The publishing firm will be a cooperative
venture, with writers and publishers working
together on the editing. financing and
distribution of the bOOks.

The department of English has
begun recruiting students who want
to get technical about their writing.
The Ohio Board of Regents recently
approved a new undergraduate major
and minor in scientific and technical
communication within the English
department. That program was
approved by the Board of Trustees
last year.
Bowling Green is now the only four·
year institution in the state to offer a
technical communications major to
undergraduates, despite a demand for
technical communicators which far
outweighs the present supply,
according to William Coggin, director
of the technical communication
program.
The University has been helping to
meet that demand the past several
years, offering a master's degree in
English with emphasis on technical
writing and several undergraduate
courses. Those existing course
offerings, combined with the
excellent reputation of the graduate
program, lay a firm foundation for an
undergraduate major, Dr. Coggin said.
The new program will prepare
students in writing, editing, project
management and graphics, combining
coursework from several colleges and
departments and including a required
internship modeled after one used
successfully at the graduate level.
Dr. Coggin said enrollment will be
limited to 10-15 students per
graduating class, and those admitted
to the program will be carefully
screened.

HPER school offers
winter ski trip

The School of Health, Physical
Education and Recreation will offer
its third ski trip to Steamboat
Springs, Colo., during the week of
Jan. 5-13.
Faculty and staff will receive round·
trip transportation, six nights at "The
Lodge" in Steamboat Springs and a
four-day ski lift ticket for $275 per
person. Rooms at The Lodge are fully
equipped with kitchens, fireplaces
supplied with wood, telephones, color
cablevision and maid service.
Robert Conibear, health, physical
education and recreation, 15
popular method of birth control
coordinating the trip, for which
Three University sociologists have
among couples in the United States.
students may receive one hour of
received a $144,879 grant to conduct
credit in physical education. Charges
He noted that among married
research on how married couples
can be billed to a bursar's office
in
1982,
women
using
contraceptives
decide to use sterilization to limit the
21
percent
relied
on
sterilization
12
account.
size of their families.
For further information contact
of
the
women
and
9
percent
percent
H. Theodore Groat, Arthur Neal and
Conibear
at 372·2876.
of
the
men
had
been
sterilized.
That
Jerry Wicks have received the funding
to
18
percent
who
used
the
compares
from the National Institute of Child
birth control pill and another 8
Health and Human Development to
percent
who relied on the condom.
gather data on the use of sterilization
The
remainder
used a variety of other
among couples who have completed
methods
of
contraception.
their families or soon will.
William R. Bittner, a 1954 graduate
While much biological and medical
The grant brings to more than $1
of
the University, received the Alumni
research has been devoted to
million the total which the three
Service
Award at halftime ceremonies
sterilization, few if any studies have
faculty have received during the last
the
Homecoming football
during
looked at how couples choose this
15 years for studies on family
game
Saturday,
Oct. 13.
method, according to Ors. Groat, Neal
formation.
The award is given annually to an
and Wicks.
The new project is actually a
alumnus for outstanding service to
"Sterilization is one decision that
continuation of a study which Drs.
and support of the Alumni
doesn't have to be made again, but
Groat, Neal and Wicks conducted in
Association and the University.
there can be a lot of stress involved,"
1978 to find out how young, recently
Bittner, current president of the
Dr. Neal said.
married couples make family-related
BGSU
Foundation Board of Trustees,
He and his colleagues want to
decisions.
was the 22nd recipient of the award.
learn how couples resolve
Now they will interview the same
A resident of Westfield Center, he is
disagreements
over the use of
600 metropolitan Toledo couples
a leader of the Summit-Medina
sterilization; how they select which
involved in that project to learn more
County Alumni Chapter. He helped
about the process by which husbands spouse will be sterilized; at what
initiate the University's annual alumni
point in marriage the decision is
and wives make decisions regarding
admissions
reception program in
made, and how couples view their
voluntary sterilization.
northeast Ohio and he has served on
relationship after one partner has
About 100 million couples
various Alumni Association
been sterilized.
worldwide, including some 14 million
committees.
They also want to know why some
men and women in the United States,
He also has worked on the SicSic
have chosen sterilization as a method couples do not elect sterilization even scholarship fund and is a member of
though they do not want more
of birth control, according to Dr.
the University's President's Club.
children.
Groat, who added it is the most

Sociologists top $1 million mark
in grants for family study

Bittner receives
Alumni Service Award

YOUR OPINIONS WELCOME. MONITOR continues this year to accept "opinions to the editor" from
faculty, classified and administrative staff. Letters will
be published weekly in a special "Commentary'' section.
Commentaries which introduce a new topic for campus dialogue will be accepted in the range of 500-800
words. Subsequent commentaries submitted in

response to a topic previously introduced must be
limited to the range of 350 words.
All commentaries submitted for publication must be
signed and typed, double-spaced Those entries which
are longer than the allowable length will be returned to
the writer to condense. If space limitations prohibit
publication of all letters received, an editorial advisory
committee, comprised of representatives from all earn-

Administrative
Staff Council
Study completed several years ago is
being reviewed by the vice presidents
who will, in turn, respond to Caldwell.
She also noted that a salary
compression study for administrative
staff, similar to the one recently
completed for faculty, has not been
initiated; that the official personnel
file on each administrative staff is
kept in her office and that there is a
possibility that a general evaluation
form for all administrative staff will
be developed.
ASC also heard a report from a
subcommittee formed to investigate
the possibility of creating an
Administrative Staff Scholarship Fund
through the University Foundation.
Details on the procedure for soliciting
contributions and awarding the
scholarship have not yet been
determined. The committee will report
to ASC again at its Nov. 1 meeting.
Jim Litwin, institutional studies,
reported on the activities of ASC's
Professional Development Committee.
He
noted that six people attended the
There are 380 international
students attending the University this hearings on professional development
sponsored by his committee, adding
year - a 15 percent increase over
that a variety of ideas and
last year. And with that increase, the
suggestions were submitted. The
Center for International Programs
committee will submit a draft of a
needs more host families for the new
professional development leave policy
students who have requested them.
to ASC at its Nov. 1 meeting with a
There are neither financial nor
housing obligations for the student or goal of obtaining final approval of a
host family. Students are matched
policy in January.
In other business it was noted that
with families who have similar
Richard Conrad, computer services,
interests, and many families find that
has been elected to complete the
the relationships they form with the
students add a new dimension to
unexpired term of Judi Roller on the
ASC. Dr. Conrad will represent the
their family and personal Jives,
according to Douglas Daye, director
planning and budgeting area.
of inter~ationai programs.
President Olscamp will be the
Fac!..;"Y and staff considering
guest at the Nov. 1 meeting of ASC to
pa~icipation in the host family
be held at 1:30 p.m. in the Alumni
progra1 · should call Joyce Koch,
Room of the University Union.
intern? •onal programs, 372-2248, for
further .ormation.

Susan Caldwell, director of
Administrative Staff Personnel
Services, gave a presentation on her
office at the Oct. 4 meeting of the
Administrative Staff Council.
She highlighted future goals of the
office, including development of
training programs; review of
evaluation and merit procedures;
increased utilization of a
microcomputer in the office and
increased visibility for the office.
Caldwell noted that she views the
ASC and her office as independent of
one another but added that effective
communication between the two is
essential. She also emphasized her
willingness to provide assistance to
the ASC.
In response to questions, Caldwell
said the Contract Staff Classification

Host families needed
for foreign students

AMA chapter hosts
regional conference
The University chapter of the
American Marketing Association will
host the fall Midwest Regional
Conference of the AMA Nov. 2 and 3
on campus.
During the two-day seminar
presentations will be given by
representatives from the Marathon Oil
Co., NCR, the Miller Brewing Co.,
Century Label and Tag of Bowling
Green, Lincoln Auto Supply and the
May Co. department stores. The
sessions will be held in the University
Union.
Gilbert Frisbie, marketing, will give
the final presentation of the
conference at the closing dinner
scheduled at 6:30 p.m. Saturday, Nov.
3, at the Holiday Inn.
The deadline to register for the
conference is Nov. 1. There is a $25
registration fee. For further
information contact the marketing
department, 372-2041.
r

Monitor
Monitor Is published weekly for
faculty and staff of Bowling Green
State University. The deadline to
submit material for the next issue,
Monday, Oct. 29, is 5 p.m. Tuesday,
Oct. 23.
Editor: Unda Swaisgood
Editorial Assistant: Stephanie
Lopuszynskl
"Commentaries" and other notices
should be sent to:
Monitor
Office of Public Relations
806 Administration Bldg.

pus constituencies, will select those letters most appropriate to the issues facing the University with the
idea of keeping a well-balanced perspective in all
dialogue.
Letters must be submitted to the editor of
MONITOR, 806 Administration Bldg., no later than 5
p.m. each Tuesday to ensure publication in the following Monday's MONITOR.

Martin hasn't 'outgrown'
the Boy Scouting program
If you call Elden Martin an
"overgrown Boy Scout," chances are
he'll take that as a compliment.
Dr. Martin, biological sciences, has
been active in Scouting for 20 years
and recently was recognized for his
dedication to the program by the
Toledo Area Council of the Boy
Scouts of America.
In June he received the Silver
Beaver Award for "noteworthy service
of exceptional character to youth."
"I believe in the Scouting program,"
Dr. Martin said. "It offers a boy a
chance to develop the skills that help
prepare him to handle life in the
community."
A Scout himself during his youth,
Dr. Martin said his interest in the
program was rekindled several years
ago when some Bowling Green
Scouts approached him and
convinced him to volunteer. Later, his
son also joined the program.
"I well remember that when I was a

Elden Martin

boy my own Scout troop eventually
dissolved because the leader wasn't
getting any help," Dr. Martin said.
"Basically, I was deprived of my
opportunity for advancement."
Dr. Martin hopes that through his
efforts other boys won't be deprived
of that oroortunity. He has served in
a number of positions in Wood
County, including unit commissioner
and district commissioner. "I enjoy
working with the boys and seeing that
the units are healthy and the program
is successful," he said.
Although his present position as
unit commissioner involves more
indirect work for the program than
actual contact with the boys, Dr.
Martin says he doesn't mind. "There
is no volunteer position that is
considered more important than
another," he said, noting that he has
also served as a unit commissioner,
merit badge counselor, a member of
the Wood District Scouting
Committee and a member of the
Council Showando staff_
Dr. Martin has found that his
training as an educator, particularly a
biologist, and Scouting go hand in
hand. "I teach ornithology at the
University and have presented
information about birds at several
district camporees," he said. "You
have to apply some good education
principles to any facet of Scouting."
He also is involved with the local
Girl Scout program and has done
community service work for the
March of Dimes, the Heart
Assoclation, the American Cancer
Association and numerous other
organizations.
Jn 1983 he received the Wood
District Award of Merit for his work
with the Scouting program.

Plays present problems of 'pink collar' workers
The productions begin Wednesday
Actors and the real-life
(Oct. 24) with a performance of the
counterparts of those they are
one-act play "Birth of a Saleswoman"
portraying will meet face-to-face in a
at 8 p.m. at Uhlman's Ladies Apparel,
series of four plays about working
101 S. Main St.
women to be performed in Bowling
Other plays in the series include
Green.
"Waiting Tables," to be staged at 8
The "stage" for the plays will be a
p.m. Oct. 31 at Kaufman's at the
beauty shop, a restaurant, a clothing
Lodge, 1628 E. Wooster St., and "The
store and a school.
Beauticians," to be performed at 8
Lois Cheney, speech
p.m. Nov. 7 at Monty's Hair Fashions,
communication, is directing the plays,
124 W. Wooster St.
collectively known as the Pink Collar
The fourth play, "Homemaker!
Worker Project. The project is being
Homemaker!," will be presented
underwritten by grants from the Ohio
during a daylong conference devoted
Arts Council, the Ohio Humanities
to examining and discussing the lives
Council and the Arts Commission of
and concerns of working women on
Greater Toledo with support from
Women for Women and the University Nov. 10 at Bowling Green High
School.
Theater.
All four plays to be presented have
been adapted for the stage by
Toledoan Elizabeth (Libby) Steele
''Transitions in Work Life," a
from Louise Kapp Howe's 1977 book,
daylong conference on education and
Pink Collar Workers: Inside the World
training strategies for personnel
of Women's Work. Each play, while
directors, counselors, educators and
intended to entertain, deals seriously
others involved in work training
and realistically with a different
programs, will be held in Bowling
occupation. A discussion between the Green on Friday, Nov. 2.
cast and the audience will follow
The conference is sponsored by the
each perfonnance.
Northwest Consortium of Adult Basic
Dr. Cheney says there is a need to
Education Staff Development, the
address the particular concerns of
Office of Continuing Education,
pink collar workers - women
Owens Technical College and the
working in traditionally female
Bureau of Vocational Rehabilitation.
occupations such as beauticians,
''The conference is unique in that
sales clerks and waitresses.
all of these different institutions are
exchanging their different
"We're hoping to increase the
perspectives and common interests,"
awareness of the problems these
said Joyce Kepke, continuing
women have to deal with in coping
education, who noted that a prior
with work and family and
conference on educating and training
straightening out their own values,"
adult learners in northwest Ohio was
Dr. Cheney said.

Author Caroline Bird, whose books
include Born Female and The Two
Paycheck Marriage, will give the
conference keynote address on the
future of work. Other sessions will
focus on career transitions, family
roles, guilt, male-female
communication patterns and support
groups for life changes.
Admission to all plays and to the
conference is free, although there will
be a nominal fee for lunch during the
Nov. 10 conference.
Those interested in attending the
conference should write to the Pink
Collar Worker Project, School of
Speech Communication, Theater
Program.

Conference to focus on adult education
quite successful. This year the
conference sponsors hoDe to reach a
wider audience, Kepke said.
The conference will cover such
topics as personnel training, career
management in a changing economy,
the transitions from work to
unemployment and from student to
employment, and the Job Training
Partnership Act.
James W. Miller, director of the
state division of the Adult and
Community Section of the
Department of Education, will be a
featured speaker.
There is an $18 registration fee for
the conference, which will be held at
Kaufman's in the University Motor
Lodge. For additional infonnation or
to register, contact the continuing
education office at 372-0181.

BLUEPRINT YOUR RETIREMENT. STRS will offer the first of its 1984-85 Pre-Retirement Planning
Seminars on Friday and Saturday, Nov. 2-3.
The twcrday workshops, held in Columbus, are offered to teachers who are at least 5-10 years away from
retirement Information is provided on STRS benefits
as well as on financial planning, housing, health care,
legal affairs, taxes and other adjustments associated
with retirement

The Friday sessions are held from 7-9:30 p.m. at the
STRS Columbus office. The Saturday sessions run
from 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
In addition to the Nov. 2-3 seminar, programs will be
offered in January (for singles only), February, June,
July and August For further information contact the
STRS office, (614) 227-4090.

COMPlITER SEMINAR OFFERED. University
Computer Services will offer a seminar on "SAS
(Statistical Analysis S)'stem) for IBM" from 2:304:30
p.m. Friday (Oct 26) in 330 MatM>cience Bldg.
The free seminar is open to all faculty and staff.
Reservations are required and can be made by
contacting the secretary in 238 Math-Science,
372-2102.

Regents approve
tech writing major

f acuity 8t Staff
Grants
Algalee Adams and Charles StoclLer,
Firelands. $109,100 from the Private Industry
Council for a ""Less-than-Class-Size"' Job
Training Partnership Act Program. This program
will be a model for integration of JTPA Program
participants into the regular classroom.
Paul Brauchle, technology, $10,026 from the
WSOS Community Action Commission and the
Private Industry Council to conduct training
sessions on basic manufacturing processes for
displaced workers.

Kenneth Hlbbeln, political science. presented
a paper. ··Public Seclor Productivity and the
Decline of Sovereign Immunity."" at the annual
conference of Region VI of the American Society
for Public Administration Oct. 5 in Columbus.
Henry Lehrer. technology. presenled a paper
enlitled ··Academic Tesling in Aviation
Education: Can a Better Job be Done?"" at a
business meeting of the University Avialion
Association Oct. 4 in Atlanta. Ga.

Richard Campanelli, music
compositionlhistory, $3,900 from the Michigan
Arts Council Creative Artist Grant Program for
composition of a work for oboe. English horn,
oboe d"amore and chamber ensemble_

Michael T. Marsden, popular culture. chaired a
session on "The Media and American Art" at a
meeting of the Great Lakes American Studies
Associatiation Oct. 13 at Kent Slate University.
Dr. Marsden also chaired a session on
··Television Studies" at the annual meeting of
the Midwesl Popular Culture Associalion Oct. 5
at Indiana University.

Lois A. Cheney, speech communication.
$4,350 from the Ohio Humanities Council. panial
support for the production and performance of
four one-act plays on the value conflicts
encountered by working women.

Michael Moore, history/Arts Unlimited. gave a
presenlation on lhe Arts Unlimited program at
the Region IV meeting of the National University
Continuing Education Association Oct. 1 at
Northern Illinois University_

Robert Guion, psychology, S9.025 from the
American Psychological Association. Inc.,
continued support for the Journal of Applied
Psychology which Or. Guion edits.

F. Scott Regan, speech communication.
presented "Ensemble Training at Youth
Theatres·· at the slate conference of the Ohio
Theatre Alliance Oct. 6 in Columbus.

William B. Jackson, environmental research
and services, $580 from Bacon Products. Inc .• for
rodenticide testing_

Twenty-two oil and watercolor paintings by
Paul Running, art. are on display through Oct. 26
in a one-man show at the Marbeck Center,
Bluffton College.
Dr. Running was also one of 98 artists from
three states whose works were represented in
the Landscape 84 exhibition during June and
July at the Contemporary Arts Center in
Cincinnati.

Donald Kausch, psychology, $5,390 lrom the
Wood County Human Services. Inc .• to fund a
psychology graduate assistant"s training at the
LINK.
Linda Mandlebaum and Richard Wilson,
special education. $14,471 from the Ohio Dept.
of Education to research the degree of
compliance among Ohio school districts with
new state regulations pertaining to learning
disabled students.
Michael Moore. continuing education/Arts
Unlimited. $645 from the Ohio Arts Council,
support for the Arts Unlimited program.
Bill J. Reynolds, educational administration
and supervision. $19,948 from the U.S. Dept. of
Education to develop teacher incentive
structures for rural schools in cooperation with
the Elmwood, North Baltimore and Benton
Carroll Salem Local schools.
Brian Smeltz. technology, $975 from the
Tennessee Valley Authority, funding for a
student field intern in the areas of outdoor
recreation, education and management of
natural resources at the Land Between the Lakes
reson.
Wlnilnld O. Stone, Graduate College, $67,200
from the U.S. Dept. of Education to implement
projects designed to enhance minority
enrollment in the areas of biological sciences.
communication disorders, business
administration, psychology and mathematics.

Presentations
Judy Adams, medical technology. presented
an invited paper. "'Drug Induced Immune
Hemolytic Anemias," Oct. 11 at St. Rita's
Hospital in Lima. Her presentation was
sponsored by the Ohio Association of Blood
Banks.
EYan Bertsche, social work. led a forum on
··implications of the New Curriculum Policy
Statement on Social Work Education"' at the fall
conference of the Ohio College Association of
Social Work Educators Oct. 3 in Columbus.
Ray B. Bro-. popular culture, presenled a
paper on "'The Humanistic Detective Fiction of
Michael Z. Lewin" at the annual meeting of the
Midwest Popular Culture Association Oct. 5 at
Indiana University.
Douglas D. Daye, international programs, gave
an invited address entitled "Aspects of
American University Education'" Sept. 27 at a
reception at Greenfield College in Dubai, United
Arab Emirates.

Keith Dearborn. music education. presided at
the opening session and luncheon at the annual
conference of :he MidweSt Kodaly Music
Educators of America Oct. 6-7 at Central
Michigan University. He also was a clinician for
the annual Ohio Music Educators Association
lnservlce worl<shOP Oct. 10 In Dayton.
WallKe DePue. music composition and
history, performed with his ensemble, The DePue
Family Musicians, Oct. 6 at Central Michigan
University.
DaYld Drury, public relations, will be the
luncheon speaker at a seminar entitled "Make
the News: A Media Event" Oct. 25 In Rndlay.

Jack Taylor and Dean Purdy. educational
development. presented a paper entitled
··Correlates of Academic Success: A Comparison
of Black .md Hispanic Students" at the fall
conference of the Ohio Association of
Educational Opportunity Program Personnel Oct.
8 in Aurora.

Publications
Steven Dunn and James McKenzie, health.
physical education and recreation,
··Action-Oriented Health Education." in the fall
1984 issue of Future Focus: Ohio Journal of
Health, Physical Education, Recreation and
Dance.
Or. McKenzie and Roberta Olgetree, a
graduate student, also co-authored a case study
on health counseling for a new textbook entitled
Advancing Health Through Education: A Case
Study Approach. The text has been published by
Mayfield Publishing.

Jeff Gordon, geography. ""How to Teach
Comprehensive Geography Skills: 'The Wreck of
the Edmund Fitzger:::ld." ·· in The Social Studies.
September-October 1984.
Paul Hunt, music performance studies. '"The
Second International Brass Congress." 1n the
October issue of The International Trombone
Association Journal.
Dorothy Wllllamson-lge, speech
communication, "Approaches to &lack Language
Studies: A Cultural Critique." in Journal of Black
Srudies. September 1984.
Also. "Meeting the Challenge of Excellence in
Schools Through lntercultural Education." 1n the
BGSU College of Education Conference Annual.
No. 1.

Recognitions
Elizabeth Rice Allgeier, psychology, has been
named president-elect of The Society for the
Scientific Study of Sex. effective Nov. 1.
The 1.000-member organization. headquartered
in Philadelphia, is the oldest and largest in the
nation devoted to the study of human sexuality.
Its membership spans the fields of psychology.
sociology. medicine. biology, genetics and law.
Dr. Allgeier also has been appainted editor for
the society"s first Annual Review of Sex
Research to be published next year.
Richard D. Hoare, geology and associate vice
president for academic affairs. has been
nominated by the Paleontologica! Society to edit
the Journal of Paleonrology. effect,,e in
riovember t985.
Sally Kilmer. home economics. has been
appointed to the Pre-Kindergarten Tea~her
Certification Forum of the Ohio Dept. of
Education. The forum was convened this fall to
recommend standards for a new pre-kindergarten
teacher certificate.
Boleslav Povsic. romance languages. has been
reappointed as the American Philological
Association"s official delegate to the Academia
Latinitati inter Omnes Gentes Fovendae.

Larry Smith. Englishlfirelands, Across These
States. his fourth bOOk of poetry. The book is the
result of a cross-<:ountry trip which Or. Smith
took via Amtrak in 1983.
Or. Smith also has begun the Bottom Dog
Press in Huron, and his book of poems is the
first released by the press. The press is a joint
effort with area fiction writer John Roth. It will
publish long or series poems and long shOrt
stories in a chapbook series.
The publishing firm will be a cooperative
venture, with writers and publishers working
together on the editing. financing and
distribution of the bOOks.

The department of English has
begun recruiting students who want
to get technical about their writing.
The Ohio Board of Regents recently
approved a new undergraduate major
and minor in scientific and technical
communication within the English
department. That program was
approved by the Board of Trustees
last year.
Bowling Green is now the only four·
year institution in the state to offer a
technical communications major to
undergraduates, despite a demand for
technical communicators which far
outweighs the present supply,
according to William Coggin, director
of the technical communication
program.
The University has been helping to
meet that demand the past several
years, offering a master's degree in
English with emphasis on technical
writing and several undergraduate
courses. Those existing course
offerings, combined with the
excellent reputation of the graduate
program, lay a firm foundation for an
undergraduate major, Dr. Coggin said.
The new program will prepare
students in writing, editing, project
management and graphics, combining
coursework from several colleges and
departments and including a required
internship modeled after one used
successfully at the graduate level.
Dr. Coggin said enrollment will be
limited to 10-15 students per
graduating class, and those admitted
to the program will be carefully
screened.

HPER school offers
winter ski trip

The School of Health, Physical
Education and Recreation will offer
its third ski trip to Steamboat
Springs, Colo., during the week of
Jan. 5-13.
Faculty and staff will receive round·
trip transportation, six nights at "The
Lodge" in Steamboat Springs and a
four-day ski lift ticket for $275 per
person. Rooms at The Lodge are fully
equipped with kitchens, fireplaces
supplied with wood, telephones, color
cablevision and maid service.
Robert Conibear, health, physical
education and recreation, 15
popular method of birth control
coordinating the trip, for which
Three University sociologists have
among couples in the United States.
students may receive one hour of
received a $144,879 grant to conduct
credit in physical education. Charges
He noted that among married
research on how married couples
can be billed to a bursar's office
in
1982,
women
using
contraceptives
decide to use sterilization to limit the
21
percent
relied
on
sterilization
12
account.
size of their families.
For further information contact
of
the
women
and
9
percent
percent
H. Theodore Groat, Arthur Neal and
Conibear
at 372·2876.
of
the
men
had
been
sterilized.
That
Jerry Wicks have received the funding
to
18
percent
who
used
the
compares
from the National Institute of Child
birth control pill and another 8
Health and Human Development to
percent
who relied on the condom.
gather data on the use of sterilization
The
remainder
used a variety of other
among couples who have completed
methods
of
contraception.
their families or soon will.
William R. Bittner, a 1954 graduate
While much biological and medical
The grant brings to more than $1
of
the University, received the Alumni
research has been devoted to
million the total which the three
Service
Award at halftime ceremonies
sterilization, few if any studies have
faculty have received during the last
the
Homecoming football
during
looked at how couples choose this
15 years for studies on family
game
Saturday,
Oct. 13.
method, according to Ors. Groat, Neal
formation.
The award is given annually to an
and Wicks.
The new project is actually a
alumnus for outstanding service to
"Sterilization is one decision that
continuation of a study which Drs.
and support of the Alumni
doesn't have to be made again, but
Groat, Neal and Wicks conducted in
Association and the University.
there can be a lot of stress involved,"
1978 to find out how young, recently
Bittner, current president of the
Dr. Neal said.
married couples make family-related
BGSU
Foundation Board of Trustees,
He and his colleagues want to
decisions.
was the 22nd recipient of the award.
learn how couples resolve
Now they will interview the same
A resident of Westfield Center, he is
disagreements
over the use of
600 metropolitan Toledo couples
a leader of the Summit-Medina
sterilization; how they select which
involved in that project to learn more
County Alumni Chapter. He helped
about the process by which husbands spouse will be sterilized; at what
initiate the University's annual alumni
point in marriage the decision is
and wives make decisions regarding
admissions
reception program in
made, and how couples view their
voluntary sterilization.
northeast Ohio and he has served on
relationship after one partner has
About 100 million couples
various Alumni Association
been sterilized.
worldwide, including some 14 million
committees.
They also want to know why some
men and women in the United States,
He also has worked on the SicSic
have chosen sterilization as a method couples do not elect sterilization even scholarship fund and is a member of
though they do not want more
of birth control, according to Dr.
the University's President's Club.
children.
Groat, who added it is the most

Sociologists top $1 million mark
in grants for family study

Bittner receives
Alumni Service Award

.
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HOLIDAY APPROAOIING. Veterans Day, a holiday for all University emplO)'eeS. will be observed on
Monday, Nov. 12. Classes, however, will meet as usual
on that day. Only those offices which absolutely must
remain open should be staffed, and then only at
minimal levels.
Those offices that will remain open should contact
the Office of Personnel Support Services (372-2225)
before 5 p.m. Monday, Oct 29, to report that information for publication in MONITOR.

FINANCIAL AID omCE TO CWSE. In order to
complete University and federally mandated projects,
the Office of Financial Aid and Student Employment
will be closed during regular business hours on Mondays and Wednesdays effective Monday (Oct 22).
The office will remain closed on Mondays and
Wednesdays until Monday, Nov. 26, when regular

hours will resume.
In the interim, office hours will be 8 am. to 5 p.m.
on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fridays only.
The staff will continue, however, to accept telephone
calls from 8 am. to 5 p.m. each weekday, even when
the office is closed. lf an emergency situation arises.
faculty, staff and students should call the office.
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Glass Ensemble to perform Datebook
during New Music Festival Exhibits
The University's fifth annual New
Music Festival will be held this week
(Oct. 26-27) at the Moore Musical Arts
Center.
One of the most important events
at the College of Musical Arts, the
festival has received consistent
praise from music critics. Last year's
festival, which "Musical America"
described as "representative of the
best," currently is being heard in a
seven-part series of programs on
public radio around the nation.
This year, works by 30 composers
from the United States, Canada and
Europe have been selected from
among more than 400 entries for
performance by faculty and students
of the College of Musical Arts. All 30
composers are expected to attend the
festival, according to Marilyn Shrude,
music composition and history, who
is co-director of the festival with
Burton Beerman and John Sampan
of the music faculty.
Featured special guests will be the
Philip Glass Ensemble which will
appear at 8 p.m. Saturday (Oct. 27) in
Kobacker Hall. The performance will
mark the first time that an entire
concert at the festival has been
devoted to the works of one
composer. Tickets for the concert are
priced at $8, $6 and $4 and can be
purchased at the music center box
office or reserved by calling 372-0171.
One of the few serious composers
who has achieved commercial
success, Glass is perhaps best
known for his operas "The
Photographer" and "Einstein on the

Employment
Opportunities

Beach" and his popular recording
"Glassworks." Most recently, millions
heard his music at the opening of the
1984 Summer Olympic Games in Los
Angeles.
In all, six concerts, a master class
on 20th century literature for duo
pianos and a lecture-demonstration
by Glass will be presented as part of
the festival. The schedule of events
includes:
FRIDAY, OCT. 26
- 10:30 a.m. concert in Bryan
Recital Hall;
- 1:30 p.m. master class on 20th
century literature for two pianos
presented by duo pianists Norma and
Leonard Mastrogiacomo in Bryan
Recital Hall;
- 2:30 p.m. concert in Kobacker
Hall;
- 4 p.m. panel discussion entitled
"Contemporary Music: What's
Happening in Europe?" in Bryan
Recital Hall;
- 8 p.m. concert in Kobacker Hall.
Orchestral works will be performed by
the Bowling Green Philharmonia,
directed by Grzegorz Nowak, winner
of the top prize in conducting at the
40th International Competition for
Music Performers last month in
Geneva, Switzerland.
SATURDAY, OCT. 27
- 9 a.m. panel discussion entitled
"Where's the Mainstream?" in 1040
Moore Musical Arts Center;
- 11 a.m. concert in Bryan Recital
Hall;
- 3 p.m. concert in Bryan Recital
Hall;
- 5 p.m. lecture-demonstration by
Philip Glass in 1040 Moore Musical
Arts Center;
- 8 p.m. concert by Philip Glass
Ensemble.

CLASSIFIED EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNmES
• Indicates that an Internal candidate
from the department Is bidding and being
considered for the position.

Undergraduate
Council

NEW VACANCIES
Posting Expiration Date: 5 p.m. Monday,
Oct. 29, 1984

In the minutes of the Oct. 3
meeting of Undergraduate Council,
published in MONITOR last week, it
was incorrectly noted that Council
approved guidelines for the
implementation of Phase I of the
articulation policy.
Council approved a series of minor
revisions in the policy suggested by
the committee charged with
developing implementation
guidelines. The guidelines themselves
have not yet been approved.

10-29-1

10-29-2

•Account Clerk 3
Pay Range27
Bursar's Office
Typist 1
Pay Range 3
Social Philosophy & Policy
Center
Permanent part-time, grantfunded position

faculty/Staff Positions
The following faculty poaitions are available:

Accounting and MIS: Assistant/associate professor (two positions - one accounting,
one MIS). Contact Park Leathers (2-2767). Deadline: Open until filled
a..tnlstry: Assistant professor. Contact D.C. Neckers (2-2031). Deadline: Nov. 15, 1984
Computer Science: Instructor. Contact Faculty Search Committee (2-2337). Deadline:
Open
Library: Chair, information services. Contact William Miiier (2-2856). Deadline: Dec. 10,
1984
Journalism: Assistant professor. Contact John Huffman (2-0349). Deadline: Dec. 15,
1984
llathematlc:a and Statistics: Assistant/associate professor (anticipated). Contact Vljay
Rohatgl {2·2636). Deadline: Jan. 21, 1985
Psychology: Professor (lndustrlaUorganlzatlonal psychology). Contact Robert Conner
(2-2301). Deadline: Feb. 15, 1985
Spuch Communication: Assistant professor. Contact Denise Trauth (2-2224).
Deadline: Jan. 15, 1985
The following administrative staff positions are available:

Alhlellcs: Head coach, men's and women's golf, and golf pro. Contact chair, Search
and Screening Committee (2·2401). Deadline: Nov. 9, 1984
EfttlrOlllWtal Senlces: Safety officer. Contact Susan Caldwell (2·2558). Deadline:

.... - .. - ....

Jan. 11, 1985
WBQU-TV: Director of television Information. Contact Ron Gargasz (2-0121). Deadline:
Nov. 23, 1984. Also, television prodUC8f/wrlterlreporter. Contact Paul Lopez (2-0121).
Deadline: Nov. 23, 1984

National Metals Invitational Exhibit,
featuring more than 50 functional and
sculptural objects in metal created by 27
artists, sponsored by the School of Art,
Medici Circle and the Ohio Arts Council,
through Oct. 28, McFall Center Gallery.
Free. Gallery hours are 10:30 a.m. to 5
p.m. Tuesday through Friday and 2-5 p.m.
on Sundays.
Paintings by Robert Mazur, art faculty
exhibition, through Nov. 4, Fine Arts
Gallery, School of Art. Free. Gallery hours
are 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays and 2-5
p.m. on Sundays.

Monday, Oct. 22
"Leo Tolstoy," German Film Series,
7:30 p.m., Gish Film Theater, Hanna Hall.
Free.
Festival Serles Concert, featuring
guitarist Julian Bream, 8 p.m., Kobacker
Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center. Tickets
are $11, $9, $7, $5 and $3. For reservations
call 372-0171.

Wednesday, Oct. 24
"Birth of a Saleswoman," one-act play
in the "Pink Collar Worker Project," 8
p.m., Uhlman's Ladies Apparel, 101 S.
Main St. A cast-audience discussion will
follow the performance. Seating is limited.
Free.
Pumpkin Sale, 11 am. to 3 p.m., Forum,
Student Services Bldg. All proceeds go to
charity.

Friday, Oct. 26
Fifth Annual New Music Festival,
concerts, 10:30 a.m., Bryan Recital Hall;
2:30 and 8 p.m., Kobacker Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center. Free.
Duo Pianists master class presented by
Norma and Leonard Mastrogiacomo, 1:30
p.m., Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Center. Free.
"Sports Management," presentation
and facilities tour by Janet Parks, HPER,
1:30 p.m., 119 Eppler.
"SAS for IBM," a computer seminar on
the Statistical Analysis System, 2:30 p.m.,
330 Math-Science Bldg. Free. To register
call 372-2102.
"Contemporary Music: What's
Happening in Europe," panel discussion, 4
p.m., Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Center. Free.
Volleyball vs. Eastern Michigan
University, 7 p.m., Anderson Arena.

Skating lessons
begin this week
Fall session group skating lessons
for both adults and children will begin
on Tuesday (Oct. 23).
Lessons are available for skaters of
all skill levels, beginning to advanced.
The half-hour lessons continue
through Dec. 10.
Preschoolers and adults will skate
from 10:30-11:15 am. Tuesdays. The
fee for the Tuesday morning sessions
is $28 for adults and $1 per child per
session.
On Wednesday evenings classes
will be offered for beginning adults
(8-8:30 p.m.}, advanced children (7:30-8
p.m.) and intermediate children (7-7:30
p.m.). The fee is $28 for eight lessons.
Saturday afternoon lessons are
available for beginning, intermediate
and advanced children. Beginners will
skate from 1:30-2 p.m., intermediates
from 2-2:30 p.m. and advanced from
2:45-3:15 p.m. The fee is $28 for the
eight-week series.
Skates can be rented at the Ice
Arena for 75 cents for adults and 50
cents for children. Faculty and staff
also receive a 10 percent discount on
skating and hockey equipoment at
the Skate Shop.
Karen Zambrzlcky, skating
professional, wlll coordinate the
skating program. For further
Information contact the Ice Arena
Skate Shop, 372-2264.

Bowling Green State University

Nuts and Bolts
"Children of the Com," UAO Campus
Film, 8 p.m., 10 p.m. and midnight, 210
Math-Science Building. $1.50 with
University ID.

Saturday, Oct. 2 7
Women's golf, Lady Falcon
Invitational, 9 a.m., Forrest Creason Golf
Course.
"Where's the Mainstream?" panel
discussion, New Music Festival, 9 a.m.,
1040 Moore Musical Arts Center. Free.
Afth Annual New Music Festival
Concert Performances, 11 a.m. and 3 p.m.,
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts
Center. Free.
Lecture Demonstration by composer
Philip Glass, 5 p.m., 1040 Moore Musical
Arts Center. Free.
Volleyball vs. Central Michigan
University, 7 p.m., Anderson Arena.
Hockey vs. Michigan State University,
7:30 p.m., Ice Arena.
Philip Glass Ensemble, 8 p.m., Kobacker
Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center. Tickets
are $8, $6 and $4 and can be reserved by
calling 372-0171.
"Children of the Com," UAO Campus
Film, 8 p.m., 10 p.m. and midnight, 210
Malh·Science Building. $1.50 with
University ID.

Sunday, Oct. 28
Women's golf, Lady Falcon
Invitational, 9 a.m., Forrest Creason Golf
Course.
Soccer vs. Michig&n State University, 2
p.m., Cochrane Field.
SL Paul Chamber Orchestra Concert,
directed by resident conductor Wiliam
Henry Curry, 3 p.m., Kobacker Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center. Tickets are $13, $11,
$9 and $7 and will be on sale at the music
center box office 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
weekdays. Tickets can be reserved by
calling 372-0171.

Monday, Oct. 29
"Das Beil von Wandsbek," German
Film Series, 7:30 p.m., Gish Film Theater,
Hanna Hall. Free.
COCO Creative Writer's Poetry Reading,
7:30 p.m., Off-Campus Student Center,
Moseley Hall. Free.

Tuesday, Oct. 30
Graduate Student Recital Series
Performance, 7:30 p.m., Bryan Recital Hall,
Moore Musical Arts Center. Free.
"All Systems Go!," planetarium
presentation, 8 p.m., Physical Sciences
Laboratory Bldg. Admission by donation.

Former faculty member Peter
Howard will be a featured performer
when the intemstionslly acclaimed
Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra performs on campus st 3 p.m. Sunday
(Oct. 28) In Kobscker Hall of the
Moore Musical Arts Center. Howard
Is now In his 10th season as prln·
clpal cello In the chamber orchestra.
While on the Bowling Green faculty
he performed with the String
Quartet.

--------------------------------------------------------

Heating plant is campus 'hot spot'
This Is the second In • series of
artlcles on the Plant Operations and
Maintenance area of the UnlnrsHy.
The articles below locus on the
energy control systems division of
POM, headed by Chuck Codding.
The next time you step Into a warm
University building on a cold, blustery
day, think about Biii Norris and his
crew in the Central Heating Plant,
and then call and tell them "Thanks!"
Norris heads 15 University
employees who are responsible for
keeping the boilers in the heating
plant burning 24 hours a day, seven
days a week, 52 weeks a year.
Summer and winter they stoke the
"furnaces" which produce the steam
that heats most campus buildings,
tempers air conditioning, heats hot
water for dishwashing, showers and
cooking, fuels autoclaves for
sterilizing and supports any number
of other activities.
According to Chuck Codding,
manager of energy control systems in
Plant Operations and Maintenance,
the heating plant, and the people who
run it, are indispensable. "If the
heating plant goes down for more
than five hours, the University
probably would have to start sending
everyone home," he said. "I'm not

sure you could say that about any
other area on campus."
But Codding added that the 15
heating plant employees are probably
the only ones on campus who don't
take the steam for granted. Twelve of
them are licensed stationary
engineers and two otherS are certified
boiler operators. Theirs Is a skilled
trade, and sometimes dangerous, as
Norris can testify. Several months
ago he was severely burned when
350-degree steam backed up Into a
boiler which he was repairing.
On a cold winter day the heating
plant crew, which varies In number
from two to five per shift, keeps the
boilers stocked with up to 175 tons of
coal per day. Because the plant is
equipped with conveying equipment
and other mechanical devices, there
is no need to move the coal by hand,
but there is a need to keep a constant
eye on the many gauges and gadgets
which indicate how the coal is
burning and how much steam is
being produced.
With five boilers of varying sizes,
the plant is capable of generating
240,000 pounds of steam per hour,
but as a rule no more than three
boilers are fired at any one time and
the maximum amount of-steam
required is no more than 170,000
pounds per hour. Each pound of that
steam, which is heated to 350
degrees, produces 1,150 BTUs, and, if
that amazes you, consider how it all
"starts."
Boiler No. 5, the largest of the five
campus "furnaces," is 16 and a-half
feet wide. It will be fired up sometime
within the next few weeks and will

remain in operation for at least the
next six months, depending upon the
severity of the winter.
It will be stocked full of coal. Norris
will climb Inside the boiler and
strategically place some pieces of
kindling wood and a few newspapers
around the coal. He'll pour
combustible fluid around the kindling,
strike a single match, and scramble
to safety. The first time the fire may
go out, so he'll climb In again. But
within three hours, once a controlled
blast of hot air begins fueling the fire
from below, Boiler No. 5 wlll be
generating sufficient steam to supply
all campus needs - steam that
surges through a maze of
underground tunnels from the plant
on the west side of campus to nearly
every building south of Poe Road and
west of Mercer Road.
Both Norris and Codding note that
the equipment in the heating plant some $18-20 million worth of It - is
efficient and cost-effective, adding
that there is an "art" to determining
which boilers to burn to avoid
wasting fuel. The coal bums to a fine
ash, which is hauled away daily by a
local firm. The condensed steam
returns to the heating plant where it
is "recycled" to avoid-wasting· water,
and the city water, which is used to
generate the steam initially, is
carefully checked and treated daily to
ensure that it is pure. Chemical
impurities in the water can ruin a
boiler, Norris said, noting that some
$30-40 worth of chemicals is used
each day to condition the city water
Continued on page 2

Energy crew keeps watchful
eye on University utility bills
computers and about 14 miles of
cable running through the University's
network of underground tunnels.
Finch, along with Jeff Jackson,
Scott Guthrie and Karl Ott, are the
University's energy management
team. It Is their job to find ways to
cut the University's energy costs,
whether that be through changing to
more efficient llghtbulbs or insulating
an entire building.
Their primary responsibility,
however, Is operating a computer
system which monitors the use of
electricity nearly everywhere on
campus. Every 15 minutes of the day
the computer registers a report on
electrical demand, and when that
demand reaches a certain
predetermined peak, the computer
starts turning off electrical devices all
around campus until the demand
reaches an acceptable level.
The computer ''works" through the
miles of cable in the underground
tunnel system - cable which runs
from the main energy control system
in the Centrex building to mechanical
devices in about 50 different
buildings on campus. It has the
capability to tum off and on again
anything from the air handling and air
conditioning systems in major
buildings to drinking fountain chillers,
the ovens in the University bake shop,
restroom exhaust fans and steam
valves in the tunnel system.
According to Finch, the computer
The two major areas included in the energy control systems division of Plant
system could monitor the kilowatt
Operations and Maintenance are the heating plant and energy systems. Frank
demand of everything electrical on
Finch (top), the energy management supervisor, coordinates a staff of four
campus, but for varying reasons,
who watch for energy waste on campus. Bill Norris (above), the chief engineer
in the heating plant, works with a staff of 15 who keep the boilers burning 24
Continued on page 2
hours a day, seven days a week, throughout the year.
When your utility bill amounts to
more than $5 million a year, saving
pennies may seem insignificant.
But Frank Finch and his colleagues
in the energy control systems division
of Plant Operations and Maintenance,
have found a way to save about 10
million pennies (or $100,000) a month
at the University. And they are doing
it for the most part with two IBM PC
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Mott's career peaks
with publication
of Merton biography
For more than 36 years, most of
what the world has known about the
controversial 20th century monk
Thomas Merton has come from what
Merton wrote about h.mself In his
best-selllng 1948 autobiography, The
Seven Storey Mountain.
Now, with the publication of an
official Merton biography by Michael
Mott, Engllsh, the world will know yet
a different Merton. Mott's story of the
social activist, mystic, monastic
reformer will be released next month
by Houghton-Mifflin Co., and the
literary critics and leading Merton
scholars are labeling It "as genuine
and authentic a presentation of the
real Merton as Is presently possible."
Publication of the biography, which
Mott has titled The Seven Mountains
of Thomas Merton, brings to a
conclusion a project which began
nearly six years ago for Mott, who
was commissioned In 1979 by the
Thomas Merton Legacy Trust and
Houghton-Mifflin to be the official
biographer. Although Mott never met
the man about whom he writes, he
has come to know him perhaps better
than anyone ever before.
In his role as official biographer, he
has had sole access to Merton's
confidential materials, lncl~ding his
private journals and numerous
photographs from his personal portfolio
He has spent countless hours at the
Thomas Merton Studies Center at
Bellarmine College in Louisville, Ky.,
a center which Merton himself helped
establish. He has traveled to England
and to Merton's native France, and he
has conducted some 80 interviews in
the United States and abroad with
people who knew the monk whose life
and death have been surrounded by
mystery.
What he has produced from those
years of research and careful writing
is what noted Merton scholar William
H. Shannon has called "a center or
focus" for Merton scholarship - "An
objective and well-balanced portrayal
of Thomas Merton, based on all the
available sources of information
about him."
Moreover, the critics are
applauding the readability of the
book, which includes 24 pages of
illustrations, with some photographs
taken by Mott and Merton, as well as
about 100 pages of scholarly notes. "I
tried to give scholars what they
needed without making the text
stodgy or academic," Mott said.
Merton's character made that task
somewhat easier. A priest who
attracted the attention of the entire
world during the late 1960s when he
took a strong stand on civil rights and
nuclear weapons debates, Merton is
portrayed in Mott's book as a man
who knew the value of simplicity but
was not a simple man; as a monk at
times "burnt out" by the volume of
works he published; as a hermit who
met and "survived" one crisis after
another, including a secret love affair.
And the book takes a new look at the
circumstances surrounding Merton's
mysterious death by electrocution
while he was attending a conference
of Asian monastic superiors in
Thailand - a death which occurred
exactly 27 years to the day after his
entrance into the monastery.
The title of Mott's new book is
itself significant of the life which
Merton led, according to Mott.
Merton's autobiography, The Seven
Storey Mountain, was a reflection of
his long search for self, solitude and
God. Mott chose his title, he says, to
Continued on page 2

